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A B S T R A C T
Density-functional theory has been used to study the segregation of iron at Σ3-(110) and Σ5-(001) twist grain
boundaries. We find both grain boundaries bind interstitial iron by less than 0.4 eV, and modify the equilibrium
spin state. Although interstitial Fe binds relatively weakly at fully bonded grain boundaries, it is more strongly
trapped by vacancies at the grain boundary, and perhaps more critically, by Fe already trapped there. We
conclude that precipitation of Fe at grain boundaries is energetically favourable, even in the absence of direct
chemical bonding afforded by the substitution of Si by iron.
1. Introduction
Low cost Si-based materials, including multi-crystalline silicon
(mc-Si), is promising for use in photovoltaic (PV) applications [1].
mc-Si generally contains extended defects and contamination by
transition elements present during module fabrication [2]. Among
these elements, iron is arguably the most important detrimental
impurity in lower grade Si [3], with interstitial iron (Fei) being a
recombination centre, reducing the operating efficiency of solar cells
[4,5]. Iron and its complexes in bulk silicon have previously been
investigated both theoretically and experimentally [6,7]. There is some
evidence of Fe gettering at grain boundaries (GBs) is a viable route to
reduction of the deleterious effects of Fe in mc-Si solar cells [8,5].
Various experimental studies [9–11] indicate the strong dependence of
iron segregation in Si at GBs upon both misorientation of grains and
upon the inclination of the GBs.
In this work, quantum-chemical simulations have been employed,
with systems modelled using periodic boundary conditions and large
supercells, to evaluate the binding of Fei at Σ5-(001) and Σ3-(110) twist
GBs. These GBs exhibit considerable bond-strain, although all atoms
are fully co-ordinated. There is relatively little understanding of the
mechanism of segregation of iron at these GBs types at an atomistic
level, possibly because modelling of GBs is challenging in terms of
system size required, and that the detailed structure of GBs in mc-Si
remains a matter of some debate [12]. However, it is important to
develop a fundamental understanding of the mechanism of any
attractive interaction (gettering) between GBs structures in mc-Si and
diffusing Fe atoms.
We have previously reported preliminary calculations showing that
Σ5-(001) GBs represent binding sites forFei [13]. In addition, there is
experimental evidence that Σ3-(110) GBs contains large amounts of
segregated iron [10,14]. In this paper, we report further data for the
Σ5-(001) GB, and introduce data for the Σ3-(110) case. We first
present a description of the methodology used.
2. Methodology
Density-functional theory, as implemented in AIMPRO [15], has
been employed, with systems modelled using periodic boundary
conditions for Σ5-(001) and Σ3-(110) twist GBs. We use norm-
conserving separable pseudo-potentials [16], and the Kohn-Sham
eigen-functions are expanded using atom-centred Gaussian basis sets
[17] consisting of independent sets of s-, p- and d-type functions with 4
and 6 different widths for the Si and Fe, respectively. Matrix elements
of the Hamiltonian are calculated using a plane wave expansion of the
density and Kohn-Sham potential [18] with a cutoff of 150 Ha.
Structures are optimised by conjugate gradients requiring forces to
be < 10−3 au, and the final optimisation step is required to be <
10−5 Ha. The Brillouin-zone is sampled using Monkhorst-Pack grids
[19], with meshes chosen such that each point represents approxi-
mately a cubic section of reciprocal space. The sampling yields total
energies converged to the order of 10 eV−5 /atom.
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Bulk silicon is modelled using primitive and 512 atom cells (lattice
vectors of a[400] , a[040] and a[004] ). For the Σ5-(001) and Σ3-(110)
coincidence-site-lattice twist GBs, the periodic boundary conditions
along the [001]- and [110]-directions respectivelt produce two, equiva-
lent GBs. Our model Σ5-(001) GB system with 24 layers, may be viewed
as six atomic layers either side of each boundaries. For the decorated
form of the Σ5-(001) GB, we have repeated the in-plane foot-print in
each in-plane direction, yielding 20 atoms per layer, and 480 silicon
atoms overall. This separates Fe atoms from their periodic images
whilst maintaining a feasible overall simulation size. For the Σ3-(110)
GB, we repeated the in-plane foot-print in each in-plane direction to
yield 24 atoms per layer, 16 layers and 384 silicon atoms overall. For
both forms of GB, the lattice parameter normal to the boundary-plane
has been varied to minimise the total energy, and the in-plane vectors
fixed to the lengths determined for bulk silicon. These GBs exhibit
considerable strain, but all silicon atoms are fully co-ordinated.
The binding energies of Fe to the GBs (Eb) are the energy
differences between sites within the GB and those in bulk regions of
the supercells.
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Interstitial iron in bulk silicon
It is generally agreed that Fei has a high diffusivity in pure silicon
[7]. We reported previously [13] the migration energy is
0.80 eV (0.7 eV) and for the neutral(positive) charge state, in line with
previous calculations [20]. We also reproduced the electronic spin
energies of Fei from the literature [21,20]. The positive outcomes
obtained for Fei in bulk Si provides the basis for the extension of the
study to the more complex problem of Fe attached to twist GBs.
3.2. Grain boundaries
Schematics of the Σ5-(001) and Σ3-(110)twist GBs are shown in
Fig. 1. The labels indicate sites examined.
Areal energy-densities (σ) may be calculated using
σ E E A= ( − )/2GB bulk GB, where EGB is the total energy supercell, Ebulk is
the total energy of the same number of bulk Si atoms, and AGB is the
interface area (the factor of 2 is because there are two GBs per cell). We
find σ Σ( 5) and σ Σ( 3) to be 1.289 and 0.786 J/m2, respectively, which
compare well with the literature [22,23].
Based upon these data, we view our methodology to be sufficient for
modelling Fe-GB interactions, where for each of the two GB structures,
Fei has been introduced at a range of non-equivalent sites (Fig. 1). At
each site, the structure has been optimised for different charge and spin
states.
3.3. Fei–GBs complexes
For the majority of sites examined within the Σ5-(001) GB (sites a′–
d′), the neutral charge state favours the spin-triplet state, in line with
behaviour in bulk silicon [20,21]. However, at the a′ site, which is lower
in energy than the other sites, the spin singlet and triplet states are
degenerate to the accuracy of the calculation. All the sites within the
Σ3-(110) GB favour the S=1 configuration for Fei
0, with site e” being
the most stable site, where the S=0 and S=2 configurations lie 0.17 eV
and 0.76 eV above the spin triplet. At sites i′ and i” the spin state
energies resemble the energetics from bulk silicon simulations, con-
firming that these sites can be considered as a reference for Fei in a
bulk-like environment.
We have also examined the S = 1/2 and S = 3/2 configurations for
the positive charge states, where we find that the doublet state is
favoured for both GBs in the stable sites. For all sites examined, we find
a deep level arising from the Fe d3 -orbitals, and thus the electrical
activity of Fei is predicted to remain irrespective when if segregated to
Fig. 1. Optimised structures of (a)-(b) Σ5-(001) and (c)Σ3-(110) twist GBs. (a) and (b) illustrate the GB from different directions to facilitate identification of the GB layer. a′–i′ and a″–i″
show the interstitial sites investigated. i′ and i″ are references for Fei in a bulk-like environment.
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either of these GBs.
Fig. 2 shows a plot of Eb for the two GBs. Negative values
correspond to an attraction between the grain boundary and iron,
while positive ones indicate that segregation is not favourable.
We find Fe is bound to the Σ5-(001) GB by around 0.4 eV, and to the
Σ3-(110) GB by about 0.3 eV. The positive values for sites a”–d” in the case
of the Σ3-(110) GB can be understood in terms of the space available to the
Fe impurity at these sites. For example, the average Fe-Si separation at site
b” is around 3% shorter than the reference site (i′), whereas the average
distance is around 2% greater than the reference site for f′. This hints that
an important part of the stabilisation of interstitial Fe at GBs is the
existence of open volume sites at the extended defects.
Where Fei is located at its equilibrium sites in the GBs (a′ and e”),
the Fe atom has a higher co-ordination than in the tetrahedral form in
bulk silicon. The inter-nuclear distances and angles are indicated in
Fig. 3, which resemble FeSi2 co-ordination [24], with eight Fe–Si
distances of 2.35 Å.
3.4. Fe pairs–Σ5-(001) complexes
In addition to Fei, for the Σ5-(001) GB we have examined
incorporation of Fei at a vacancy, and the formation of Fei-pairs.
3.4.1. Iron–vacancy pairing
GBs may contain voids that trap mobile Fei. If diffusing Fei
encounters a neutral vacancy at the Σ5-(001) GB, initially a near-
neighbour VFe −i pair may be formed. Indeed, the NL19 EPR centre has
been suggested to arise from such a structure [7]. We investigated
many sites inside the boundary, and find for the neutral charge state
the S=1 configuration is marginally favoured over S=0. The reaction to
form ( VFe −i ) from Fei in the grain and a vacancy in the GB reduces the
energy by 1.6 eV, which is close to previous estimates for asimilar
reaction in bulk Si [25].
When the Fei moves into the vacancy, substitutional Fe (Fes) is
formed, which is found to have a S=0 ground state. The nearest-
neighbour VFe −i pair is 0.8 − 2.4 eV higher in energy than Fes,
depending upon the site in the GB. Again the upper limit of the
reaction energy compares favourably with the comparable bulk reac-
tion estimated to release 2.6 eV [25].
3.4.2 Iron pairs
We have reported elsewhere that Fei-pairs [26] are both bound (in
contrast to an earlier report [25]) and mobile. This being the case it is
plausible that Fe atoms would arrive at the GBs in pairs, or, should they
arrive individually, that pairs would be formed in the GB. The binding
of a second Fei atom to the GB is found to be greater than the first,
being 1.5 eV. The energy gained by taking an iron-pair from the grain
and locating it at the GB is estimated to be 1.6 eV.
4. Conclusion
Based upon our calculations, we conclude that interstitial Fe binds
with a modest energy (<0.5 eV) to a fully bonded Σ5-(001) or Σ3-(110)
twist grain boundary. This binding is greatly increased by Fei being
trapped at vacancies at the GB, or perhaps more critically, by Fe
already trapped there. The latter result indicates that precipitation of
Fe at GBs is strongly energetically favourable, even in the absence of
direct chemical bonding afforded by the substitution of Si by iron.
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Fig. 2. Binding energies (eV) of iron to the (top) Σ5-(001) and (bottom) Σ3-(110) twist
grain-boundaries as a function of site (Fig. 1) and charge state. Negative values
correspond to an attraction between the GB and Fe, while positive values indicate that
segregation is not favourable.
Fig. 3. Schematic showing the high coordination of iron at the ground state site of (b) Σ5-(001) and (c) Σ3-(110) twist GBs. (a) shows the calculated geometry of Fei in the bulk Si.
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